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ABSTRACT
Building of an accurate predictive model of clinical time series for
a patient is critical for understanding of the patient condition, its
dynamics, and optimal patient management. Unfortunately, this
process is not straightforward. First, patient-speci�c variations are
typically large and population-based models derived or learned
from many di�erent patients are o�en unable to support accurate
predictions for each individual patient. Moreover, time series ob-
served for one patient at any point in time may be too short and
insu�cient to learn a high-quality patient-speci�c model just from
the patient’s own data. To address these problems we propose, de-
velop and experiment with a new adaptive forecasting framework
for building multivariate clinical time series models for a patient
and for supporting patient-speci�c predictions. �e framework
relies on the adaptive model switching approach that at any point
in time selects the most promising time series model out of the pool
of many possible models, and consequently, combines advantages
of the population, patient-speci�c and short-term individualized
predictive models. We demonstrate that the adaptive model switch-
ing framework is very promising approach to support personalized
time series prediction, and that it is able to outperform predictions
based on pure population and patient-speci�c models, as well as,
other patient-speci�c model adaptation strategies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Personalized medicine is a new and promising approach to health-
care that focuses on an individual patient and patient-speci�c care.
While historically the personalized medicine has emphasized genet-
ics and pharmacology, it is now expanding to include other impor-
tant aspects of healthcare such as personal preferences, nutrition,
lifestyle, and disease, recapturing the importance of personalized
health [18, 19, 30]. Along the lines of personalized medicine e�orts,
our objective is to build personalized clinical time series predic-
tion models that be�er mimic patient-speci�c temporal behaviors
and variations. More speci�cally we are interested in developing
models and strategies that can predict future values of real-valued
multivariate time series (MTS) for a patient given his or her past
observations, as well as, time series data for any past patient.
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Clinical multivariate time series represent fresh physiological
signals collected from patients, which re�ect the patients’ most
recent health condition. Building temporal models of clinical time
series is important for modeling the risk of adverse events, or for
understanding of the dynamics of a disease and e�ects of various
patient management interventions, especially in clinical se�ings
with a high degree of uncertainty such as intensive care unit where
decisions are made frequently [10, 34]. For example, [12] assess
patient acuity (or severity of illness) by learning forecasting models
from real ICU patients’ time series data, which poses immediate
practical use for clinicians.

However, making personalized and accurate MTS forecasting
is rather challenging due to the characteristics of clinical MTS
and the computational and modeling trade-o�s arising from them.
Brie�y, when the time series of past observations for the patient
are short, it may be hard to learn a patient-speci�c model from
the patient’s own data, and the population-based model may be
a be�er option. On the other hand, learning a population-based
model by using all available patients’ time series data may bias
the forecasting model towards the population mean. Hence, the
learned population-based model may not able to re�ect the patient-
speci�c future behavior. �e most common way to alleviate this
problem is to identify a subpopulation of patients most similar to
the target patient and learn a model using only examples from
this subset. However, such approaches usually rely on some pre-
de�ned similarity measures to evaluate similarity between the the
patient that needs to be predicted and all available training patients.
�e similarity measures become problematic in time series se�ing
where the atemporal features such as demographic information
are very limited (See details in Section 2.1). Moreover, short-term
clinical variability and deviations from typical behaviors may prefer
the ideal forecasting models that can adapt quickly to just a few
recent observations. Overall, the prediction model should provide
�exible and customized predictions for each new patient given his
or her current health condition, and should bene�t from what is
known about other patients when the patient-speci�c model is not
available. �e majority of existing approaches proposed for clinical
MTS prediction in the literature are not able to cover all necessary
model behaviors.

We propose and develop an adaptive clinical time series predic-
tion framework that re�ects the fact that predictions at di�erent
times may be driven by the di�erent types of prediction models.
In general, this type of problem is tackled in the machine learning
literature by adaptive model selection methods. Brie�y, these meth-
ods assume a pool of candidate prediction models and each of them
is associated with an optimized weight that re�ects how much they



contribute to the prediction solution. �e adaptive model selection
framework we propose uses the online switching approach [11, 22]
that uses a mix of population-based and patient-speci�c prediction
models. �e switching is driven by the weighted sum of prediction
errors (or deviations) of each model on past patient’s data. �e
weights are set so that more recent errors are more important. �e
method which makes fewer errors recently is more likely to be
selected.

�e quality of the adaptive model switching framework ulti-
mately depends on the quality of prediction models included in
the pool of time series models and their variety assuring the cov-
erage of many di�erent modes and behaviors. In general one can
choose and put any arbitrary model into the pool. However, in
this work we narrow our focus to study the trade-o�s related to
population-based and patient-speci�c models. �is is re�ected on
the choices of our models. Brie�y in addition to simple population
and patient-speci�c baselines we also include and consider more
advanced population-based dynamic linear model (DLM), patient-
speci�c DLM, as well as, population and patient-speci�c versions
of two Gaussian process models: one that relies on a set of indepen-
dent univariate Gaussian process (GP) models (a time series of each
clinical variable is modeled by a GP) [29] and a multi-task Gauss-
ian process (MTGP) where entire MTS and interactions among
variables are modeled together [3].

We test our framework on clinical laboratory time series data
extracted from electronic health records (EHRs). We �rst show
that the population-based models tend to make be�er predictions
when li�le is known about the current patient instance, and that
patient-speci�c models trained on the patient’s own data tend to
dominate when observation sequences are su�ciently long. Second,
we show that our model switching strategy penalizing more recent
prediction errors combines the advantages of all the models and
leads to the best personalization strategy for time series forecasting
tasks.

2 BACKGROUND
Various methodologies built by machine learning community can be
adopted with less or more e�ort to achieve model personalization.
Time series models are among the most challenging ones. In general
personalized time series prediction models can be divided into three
categories:

• Subpopulation models that build instance-speci�c models
for each instance (Section 2.1).

• Model adaptation methods that adjust the population-based
model to �t be�er the speci�c instance (Section 2.2).

• Adaptive model selection approaches that instance-dependently
combine a pool of predictive models which are built either
from the entire population or a subpopulation of instances
(Section 2.3).

2.1 Subpopulation Models
�e most common way to build a patient-speci�c model is to iden-
tify a subpopulation of patients most similar to the target patient
and learn a model using only examples from this subset. We call
these models Subpopulation Models. �e subpopulation approaches
usually rely on some pre-de�ned similarity measures to evaluate

similarity between the target example (the patient that needs to
be predicted) and all training examples (all available past patients),
that is, a past patient is used to build a model for the target patient
only if it is highly similar to the target patient.

�e main challenge when adopting the subpopulation approach
is to de�ne proper similarity among patients and their respective
time series. �e majority of approaches in the literature assume
the similarity among patients relies on some atemporal patient-
speci�c information (such as demographics of the patient) to guide
the personalized strategies. Deriving the similarity of two time
series or mixed atemporal and temporal information is more com-
plex. To measure the similarity of time series sequences of equal
length, Euclidean distance, Pearson correlation, cosine distance and
their variants are typically used [15]. For time series of di�erent
lengths, the similarity can be computed either explicitly by using
dynamic time warping [1, 28] or implicitly by using the likelihood
of generative probabilistic models de�ning the time series [16, 21].

However, there are several drawbacks that prevent subpopula-
tion based approaches from providing accurate personalized fore-
casting in real-world clinical domain. First, it is di�cult to �nd a
patient-speci�c sequence’s similar “neighbors” in the training set
initially when the sequence is very short. Second, seeking appropri-
ate neighbors of each instance becomes computationally expensive
when the instance changes over time. In time series domain, this
intensive neighbor searching process has to be redone once new
observations arrive. �ird, a subpopulation from which we start
and learn a subpopulation model from may still be very large and
exhibit a lots of patient-speci�c variations. So it may be necessary
to further explore methods that can adapt the prediction model
closer to the current patient.

2.2 Model Adaptation
Model adaptation methods try to bridge a possible gap in between
population (or subpopulation models) and the target patient by ad-
justing the population model to �t be�er the speci�c patient. �is
usually includes two steps: �rst learn a population-based model
from all available data and then calibrate the population-based
model according on the unique characteristics of each instance.
Broadly speaking, there are two types of mechanisms and strate-
gies to modify the population-based model to re�ect the instance-
speci�c characteristics, model parameter adaptation and instance-
speci�c residual modeling.

Model parameter adaptation approaches achieve the person-
alized prediction results by modifying the model parameters of
population-based models based on instance-speci�c features. For
example, Berzuini et al. [2] propose a general Bayesian network
model for individualized therapeutic monitoring. Di�erent from
model parameter adaptation approaches, instance-speci�c residual
based techniques add additional models to support the personalized
predictive outcomes. In such approaches, residuals are de�ned as
the di�erence between the true outcomes of the speci�c instance
and the predictive results of the population-based models. For
example, Liu and Hauskrecht [25] achieve be�er adaptive fore-
casting performance by learning extra prediction models learned



from the patient-speci�c residual time series, which is the di�er-
ence between the patient observations and the predictions from
the population-based model.

In spite of the successful applications of the model adaptation
techniques, they have some limitations. For model parameter adap-
tation approaches, designing and deriving adaptation is very di�-
cult and varies from model to model. Even under Bayesian adapta-
tion framework, issues of how to design the model and parameter
priors to achieve fast adaptation remain open. Furthermore, both
model parameter adaptation and instance-speci�c residual model-
ing usually require more instance-speci�c features or observations
to perform su�cient contributions. However, time series observed
for one patient are o�en too short to support adequate adaptation
or residual modeling.

2.3 Adaptive Model Selection
�e methodology we pursue in this work solves the personaliza-
tion problem via adaptive model selection approach. �e adaptive
model selection approach assumes a pool of candidate predictive
models that may contribute to the prediction. A di�erent model or
combination of models may support the predictions at the di�erent
time. Brie�y, each of the candidate models is associated with weight
that re�ects how much it contributes to the �nal solution. Two dif-
ferent strategies: ensemble (Section 2.3.1) and online (Section 2.3.2)
methods are commonly be used to choose (optimize) the weights
in the machine learning literature.

2.3.1 Ensemble Methods. Ensemble methods are general
techniques in machine learning for combining several models to
create a more accurate prediction [5]. Related research work fo-
cuses on either creating more candidate models, such as bagging [4],
boosting [11] or by wisely optimizing their combination weights,
such as exponential weighting, stacking [33], etc. In medical and
clinical practice, the ensemble methods can o�en signi�cantly boost
the performance of individual models. For examples, Jiang et al.
[17] develop a data-driven approach to utilize individualized con-
�dence intervals to select the most “appropriate” model from a
pool of candidates to predict patient’s speci�c clinical condition.
Visweswaran and Cooper [35] perform a selective Bayesian model
averaging for each individual patient where the prediction is made
by �rst searching for models having the greatest impact on the
target prediction and then averaging the predictions from selected
models.

2.3.2 Online Algorithms. In online prediction problems,
various techniques, such as the weighted majority algorithm [22],
hedge algorithm [11] are proposed to select the best model from
the candidate pool based on the knowledge of the past. �e models
with poorer performance receive larger penalties and become less
likely to be picked in the future. �ere have been many papers that
aim to apply online learning to solving real-world problems, for
example, classifying handwri�en digits [8], detects malicious Web
sites [27], but as far as we know no work has been applied to time
series forecasting in clinical se�ings.

Similarly to approaches in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, Adaptive
model selection techniques require a large number of observations
to optimize the weights to combine/select models. �is becomes

become unrealistic and inapplicable when a new patient comes in
and very few observations are known for that patient in the real
clinical se�ing. Moreover, methods in adaptive model selection
tend to treat all the past errors equally and optimize the weights
to combine/select models to achieve best performance on average.
However, due to rapid changes in clinical time series and standard
ensemble and online algorithms fail to penalize the recent errors
more in clinical time series forecasting.

Please note that models from the above three categories are
complementary and they can be combined in the prediction process.
For example, the model adaptation techniques can be applied to both
population-based models and subpopulation models. Moreover,
both subpopulation models and adaptive models can be candidate
models in the pool of the adaptive model selection approaches. In
the following, we brie�y review the three approaches to build the
personalized model.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this work, we develop a model switching framework that adap-
tively switches among many di�erent time series models that may
represent population, patient-speci�c trends or even short-term
variabilities in the clinical time series. We build a pool of time
series models with di�erent characteristics that can be used in dif-
ferent stages of the time series prediction problem and when the
sequences of patient’s own past observations vary in length. In the
following, we �rst introduce and formalize the prediction problem
we want to solve. A�er that we describe a pool of widely used time
series models and how we apply them to the collection of clinical
MTS to build population and patient-speci�c forecasting models.
�en we describe the online switching framework that combines
these models with the aim of improving the overall prediction per-
formance. Finally, we discuss the practical advantages of our model
switching strategy.

3.1 �e Prediction Problem
In this work, our objective is to predict the values of future clinical
observations for the target patient given his/her past clinical data.
More speci�cally, we assume that we have observed a sequence of
q past observation-time pairs (yi , ti )

q
i=1, such that, q is the number

of past observations, 0 < ti < ti+1, and yi is a n-dimensional
observation vector made at time (ti ). Time t∗, t∗ > tq , is the
time at which we would like to predict the future observation
ŷt ∗ . Furthermore, in order to obtain a �ne-grained experimental
analysis, we denote a prediction task Γ

p
j,t ∗ as the smallest prediction

unit in our problem, which is the estimation of patientp’s jth clinical
variable at time t∗.

3.2 Time Series Models
Our framework works by combining multiple di�erent time series
models and their strength to improve the prediction. Various time
series models with the di�erent assumptions exist [13] and may be
considered. In this work we power our model switching framework
with two widely used time series models - dynamic linear model
and Gaussian process models, and develop robust population-based
and patient-speci�c versions of these models and algorithms for
learning them from data. �e robustness assures the models can



applied to cases when the number of time series examples is small
or the length of the individual time series is short-span.

3.2.1 Dynamic Linear Model. �e dynamic linear model
(DLM) model is a time series model used frequently for time series
prediction. �e DLM models real-valued MTS {yt ∈ Rn }Tt=1 using
hidden states {zt ∈ Rd }Tt=1:

zt = Azt−1 + ϵt (1)
yt = Czt + ζ t (2)

Brie�y, {zt } is generated via the transition matrix A ∈ Rd×d .
Observations {yt } are generated from zt via the emission matrix
C ∈ Rn×d (see eq.(1) and eq.(2)). {ϵt }Tt=1 and {ζ t }Tt=1 are i.i.d. mul-
tivariate normal distributions with mean 0 and covariance matrices
Q and R respectively. T is the length of the time series. In addition
to A,C,Q,R, the DLM is de�ned by the initial state distribution
for z1 with mean ξ and covariance matrix Ψ, i.e., z1 ∼ N (ξ ,Ψ).
�e complete set of the DLM parameters is Λ = {A,C,Q,R, ξ ,Ψ}.
DLM represents the dynamics indirectly using hidden states which
gives one additional �exibility to be�er capture the di�erent modes
the system may exhibit and is more robust when observations are
noisy.

3.2.2 Regularized Dynamic Linear Model. One of the lim-
itations of the DLM model is that we do not know a priori the
dimensionality of its hidden state space. From eq.(1), we can see
that the number of parameters representing transitions among hid-
den state components (a.k.a, transition matrix) is quadratic in the
dimensionality of the hidden space. An inappropriate choice of
hidden state dimension (d) may easily lead to either over��ing or
under��ing problems. Over��ing may occur if the dimension of
the hidden state space picked is large and when the training set
used to learn the model is small. On the other hand, under��ing
occurs when the hidden state space size is unnecessarily small,
which limits model’s expressibility and accuracy.

To avoid these issues, Liu and Hauskrecht [24] proposed an
extension of the DLM, called regularized dynamic linear model
(rDLM), which starts from a higher dimensional hidden state space,
but is able to automatically adjust its dimensionality to prevent
over��ing. �e rDLM aims to �nd the optimal dimensionality of
the hidden state space by regularizing the rank of the transition
matrix (A) and hence, shuts down spurious and unnecessary di-
mensions of the DLM. In order to encourage a low-rank transition
matrix of rDLM, a nuclear norm prior is assigned to the entire
transition matrix, i.e., p (A) ∝ exp(−λ‖A‖∗), and the EM algorithm
is performed on the augmented Q function.

3.2.3 Population-based and Patient-specific DLM. In general,
an DLM model can be learned either from a collection of many
MTS sequences or from an individual sequence, which leads to
either population-based models or patient-speci�c models. �e
population-based DLM model is learned from all available data
sequences of patients and hence it summarizes the dynamics of all
patients in the population. We expect a population-based model
to be especially useful in the early stages of clinical predictions
because at the beginning, observations of clinical variables for an
individual patient are too short and insu�cient to learn a high
quality patient-speci�c model solely based on patient’s own data.

However, because of the averaging e�ects of many patient data
sequences the model is trained on, the population-based model
usually fails to capture patient-speci�c variability. Since the pre-
diction task is performed patient by patient, an ideal forecasting
model should re�ect and take into account the variations speci�c
to the current patient. Furthermore, a patient may exhibit short-
term variability re�ecting the di�erent events a�ecting the care
and patient state [31]. Since the individual-speci�c model is trained
on each sequence, the model is be�er at capturing the patient-
speci�c variability and providing be�er customized predictions
than population-based models.

We note that DLM based models belong to discrete time models
which require that the time intervals between any two consecutive
observations are same. When dealing with irregularly sampled
time series, time series discretization techniques can be used as a
data preprocessing step before learning the models [23].

3.2.4 Gaussian Process Models. �e Gaussian process (GP) is
a popular nonparametric nonlinear Bayesian model and is widely
used in time series regression and forecasting tasks, where time
stamps are modeled as the input of GP and observations are modeled
through the predicted mean function of the time series [29]. In
time series modeling, each GP is used to model an individual time
series, which is represented by the mean functionm(t ) = E[f (t )]
and the covariance function KG (t , t ′) = E[( f (t ) −m(t )) ( f (t ′) −
m(t ′))], where f (t ) is a real-valued process and t and t ′ are two time
stamps. �e GP can be used to calculate the posterior distribution
p ( f (t∗) |(yi , ti )) of f values for an arbitrary time stamp t∗, given a
set of observation-time pairs (yi , ti ).

�e advantages of GP based models is that (1) with the reasonable
choice of the covariance function, GP based models are capable of
capturing the short-term rapid changes in clinical time series [7, 12];
and (2) GP based models can be applied to time series modeling
problem by representing observations as a function of time. As a
result, there is no restriction on when the observations are made
and whether they are regularly or irregularly spaced in time.

3.2.5 Multi-task Gaussian Process. One limitation of the
basic GP model is that each clinical time series in the MTS must be
modeled independently and the interactions among multiple clinical
variables are ignored. �e multivariate behaviors within the clinical
MTS can be however captured by the multi-task Gaussian process
(MTGP) [3]. �e MTGP is an extension of GP to model multiple
tasks (e.g., multivariate time series) simultaneously by utilizing the
learned covariance between related tasks. MTGP uses KC to model
the similarities between tasks and uses KG to capture the temporal
dependence with respect to time stamps. �e covariance function
of the MTGP is shown as follows:

KM = KC ⊗ KG + D ⊗ IT (3)

where KC is a positive semi-de�nite matrix and KC
j,k measures the

similarity between time series j and time series k . D is an n × n
diagonal matrix in which D j, j is the noise variance δ2

j for the jth
time series. ⊗ is the Kronecker product. Usually the MTGP model
has the computation limitation that it has O (n3T 3) compared with
n × O (T 3) for standard GP models. However, this limitation is not
as relevant in our application se�ing, given that the number of



clinical observations is very limited and clinical time series are
usually short span.

3.2.6 Population-based and Patient-specific GP and MTGP.
Similarly to learning of the DLM based models, GP (or MTGP) mod-
els can be either learned from the collection of many time series
or from an individual patient-speci�c sequence. Learning of the
patient-speci�c model from each sequence is straightforward. For
each target patient, a patient-speci�c model is learned solely from
the patient’s past q observation-time pairs (yi , ti )

q
i=1. More speci�-

cally, we treat each clinical time series in (yi , ti )
q
i=1 independently

and learn a patient-speci�c GP model for each clinical variable. If
we take into account of the correlations and interactions among
clinical variables and learn a patient-speci�c MTGP model from
(yi , ti )

q
i=1. Both the GP and MTGP models has zero mean and a

squared exponential covariance function (eq.(4)), which is the most
frequently-used example in literature [29].

KG (ti , ti′ ) = α exp
(
−

(ti − ti′ )
2

2β2

)
(4)

In our work, we adopt the Cholesky decomposition and the
“free-form” parameterization techniques (KC = LL>) to learn the
parameter set Λ by minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood
via gradient descent [12, 29].

To learn the population-based models from a collection of MTS
sequences, we learn the GP based models from each sequence in
the training collection �rst and use the average of all the learned
parameters as our estimates of the population-based models. We
note that another possible approach to learn the population GPs
(or MTGP) is to concatenate sequences for multiple patients into
one long sequence and by separating the two consecutive patient
sequences with a long time gap.

Both GP and MTGP are used in clinical time series domain to
capture the short-term and long-term variability [7, 9, 12, 20, 31].
In the work by Cli�on et al. [7], Lasko, Denny, and Levy [20],
and Schulam, Wigley, and Saria [31], each clinical time series is
modeled by a single GP separately which does not allow one to
represent dependences among the di�erent time series. Ghassemi
et al. [12] and Durichen et al. [9] try to capture MTS and depen-
dences among its time series by applying MTGP to clinical MTS
modeling and forecasting. Since all above applications focus on
individual-speci�c sequence, they tend to support more accurate
and personalized time series predictions for each patient compared
to population-based models. However, those models usually require
long enough sequences to optimize the models’ parameters. �is
becomes unrealistic and inapplicable when a new patient comes in
and very few observations are known for that patient.

3.3 Online Model Switching
Due to the rapid changes in the clinical time series, it is di�cult
to develop a single model that consistently performs well over the
time for each individual. �erefore, in this work, we make the
prediction for patient p at time t∗ from a pool of candidate models,
which contains both the population-based model (DLM based and
GP based) and patient-speci�c models (DLM based and GP based).
Our objective is to develop a framework that is able to pick the best
model from the pool to timely support accurate and personalized
clinical predictions for each patient at every time stamp.

Although numerous ensemble and online methods exist, the
majority of the methods require error feedback over longer periods
of time to achieve any statistical guarantee of total errors made by
the algorithms. However, in the real-world clinical se�ing, patients’
time series are usually too short to obtain e�ective weights for both
the ensemble and online algorithms. Furthermore, weight updating
rules are o�en based on the overall performance of each model
on all previously observed data and hence the recent errors are
smoothed out by the errors made in the early stage of the process.
Since clinical MTS may contain short-term variability (caused, for
example, by acute infections, bleeding, surgeries, etc) standard
weight updating rules are not able to respond to these changes
quickly enough.

In this work, we propose and develop a novel online model
switching strategy, i.e., “weighted Follow-the-Leader” (wFTL), to
address the above problem. Di�erent from traditional online learn-
ing algorithms that treat each past errors equally, we put more
penalties on recent errors. �e intuition lies in that the predictive
models do not perform well initially can catch up the performance
soon and they need to be selected as soon as possible given the
short-span characteristics in clinical data. More precisely, for each
modelMm , all its past errors can be computed (up to current time
stamp tq ) as em = [em1 , · · · e

m
i , · · · , e

m
q ]. �e model being pick at

time t∗ is selected by

M∗ = arg min
m

q∑
i=1

wi ∗ e
m
i (5)

where wi is the error weight at time ti .
In order to capture the recency e�ect, we compute the error

weight by using the kernel functions which takes time stamps as
inputs. �e idea is that the errors made far aways should be less
penalized compared to the most recent errors. In this work, we
experiment with two standard kernel functions, i.e., the square
exponential kernel (eq.(6)) and the mean reverting kernel (eq.(7)).

Kse (ti , t
∗) = exp

(
−

(ti − t
∗)2

γ

)
(6)

Kmr (ti , t
∗) = exp

(
−
|ti − t

∗ |

γ

)
(7)

where t∗ is the time stamp of the target prediction. ti is the all the
past time stamps, i = 1, 2, · · ·q and γ is the bandwidth parameter.

As we can see from eq.(5), the proposed approach downgrades to
the “Follow-the-Leader” (FTL) strategy when all the weights (wi s)
become 1 [32]. �e FTL strategy simply selects the best prediction
model by integrating the loss across past t steps and neglects the
recency e�ect. While wFTL always selects the prediction model
with the minimum weighed loss over time. As a result, it is more
sensitive to the recent observations that re�ect the most current
trend and change of the state of the target patient. By evaluating
the candidate models’ predictions and focusing on the recent per-
formance, the proposed strategy is able to discover sudden changes
and quickly switch to the best model. Compared with eq.(6) and
eq.(7), the square exponential kernel squares the time di�erence
which vanishes the past errors much quicker than mean reverting
kernel. �e hyper parameter γ controls the magnitude of the re-
cency e�ect. wFTL with either eq.(6) or eq.(7) becomes FTL when
γ goes to in�nity.



3.4 Model Switching versus Model Averaging
Although model switching approaches can be viewed as a special
case of model averaging where only the selected model has the non-
zero weight, it has several advantages compared to model averaging
in practice. First, model switching based prediction systems usu-
ally have higher development velocity and lower maintenance cost.
It decouples the entire prediction system and adding or deleting
candidate from the pool is more easier compared to model aver-
aging based prediction system. Any failure of a candidate model
won’t in�uence the prediction pipeline in terms of system stability.
Second, model switching based prediction system is more robust to
poor-quality candidates in the pool. Even though the combining
weights can be designed to penalize more to the worse candidates,
it is di�cult to completely vanish the prediction errors.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our approach on a real-world clinical
time series dataset derived from the Complete Blood Count panel.
We conduct a series of experiments to explore and demonstrate
the bene�ts of our adaptive model switching framework. First,
we study the quality of population-based versus patient-speci�c
models for observations histories of the di�erent length. Second,
we focus on the MTS forecasting and the evaluation of the proposed
model switching approach to other models.

4.1 Clinical Data
We test our adaptive model switching framework on a clinical MTS
data obtained from EHRs of post-surgical cardiac patients [14, 26].
We take 500 patients from the database who had their Complete
Blood Count (CBC) tests 1 done during their hospitalization. �e
MTS data consists of six individual CBC lab time series: mean
corpuscular hemoglobin concentration (MCHC), mean corpuscu-
lar hemoglobin (MCH), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), mean
platelet volume (MPV), red blood cell (RBC) and red cell distribu-
tion width (RDW). In the following experiments, we have randomly
selected 100 patients out of 500 as a test set and used the remaining
400 patients for training the models.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate and compare the performance of the di�erent meth-
ods by calculating the average Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(Average-MAPE) of models’ predictions. Average-MAPE measures
the prediction deviation proportion in terms of true values:

Average-MAPE =
∑N
l=1

∑n
j=1

∑Tl
i=1 |1 − ŷ

l
j,i/y

l
j,i |

n
∑N
l=1Tl

× 100%

where | · | denotes the absolute value; ylj,i and ŷlj,i are true and
predicted values from time series j at time ti for patient l.

Usually in MTS data, di�erent time series are in di�erent scales
and simply averaging the error values themselves is not appropriate.
Average-MAPE measures the prediction deviation proportion in
terms of the true values, which is more sensible than computing the

1CBC panel is used as a broad screening test to check for such disorders as anemia,
infection, and other diseases.

mean of root mean square errors (RMSE), mean square errors (MSE)
or mean absolute errors (MAE) of each time series’ predictions.

4.3 Time Series Models
During our evaluations we consider a variety of time series pre-
diction models used commonly in both clinical pharmacology and
machine learning and their population-based and patient-speci�c
versions. All these can be put into the pool of candidate models into
the pool of methods our framework uses. For the population-based
models, we choose (1) P Mean: mean of the entire population; (2)
P rDLM : a regularized DLM learned from other patient data D; (3)
P GP : learning a population GP model from D; and (4) P MTGP :
learning a population MTGP model from D. For patient-speci�c
models, we choose (1) I Mean: Mean value for the individual patient
up to the current time stamp; (2) I rDLM: learning a rDLM model
from the MTS sequence of the target patient; (3) I GP : Gaussian
process regression model for each individual time series of the tar-
get patient; and (4) I MTGP : multi-task Gaussian process model for
the MTS sequence of the target patient.

4.4 Baselines
In the following experiments, we denote the wFTL with the square
exponential kernel (eq.(6)) as wFTL se and denote the wFTL with
the mean reverting kernel (eq.(7)) as wFTL mr. We setγ in eq.(6) and
eq.(7) by the internal cross validation approach while optimizing
models� predictive performances. We compare our wFTL se and
wFTL mr model switching strategies to other approaches one can
use for personalized predictive modeling.

• Sub: represents a subpopulation approach. For each patient
at each time stamp, top k similar patients are selected and
are used to train the rDLM model. �e similarity is de�ned
by the Euclidean distance between the sample means of
clinical variables of the target patients and the sample
means of available training patients. In this experiments,
we vary k to 50, 100 and ALL where ALL means all the
training examples.

• rDLM+reGP : is a model adaptation approach [25]. In rDLM
+ reGP, a population rDLM model is trained �rst and the
time series of past observations for the target patient is
expressed in terms of residuals (or di�erences in between
predictions made by the population-based model and actu-
ally observed values). �en each of the residual time series
is modeled by a GP.

• rDLM+reMTGP : is another model adaptation method that
is similar to rDLM+reGP but the all residual time series are
modeled by an MTGP [25].

• En Avg: is a simple averaging method in which the predic-
tion is made by uniformly averaging the results from all
the models in the pool.

• En Err : is the inverse-error weighted average method. As-
suming M be the number of models in the pool. Let em
be the sum of prediction errors of the model m over the
past t time steps (rounds) and wm be the mixture weight
corresponding to model m. In En Err, wm is computed as
wm =

1
emS where S = ∑M

m=1
1
em .



• OL FTL: Follow-the-Leader method that selects the best
model based on the loss integrated over past t time stamps.

• OL MW : Multiplicative weights algorithm [6] that at each
round t , makes the selection is based on the probability dis-
tribution p = {w1/Φ, · · · ,wM /Φ}, where Φ =

∑M
m=1wm .

wm is updated by penalizing the costly predictions, i.e.,
w+m = wm (1 − ηem ) where η,η ≤ 0.5 is the discounting
factor.

• OL Hedge: Hedge algorithm [11] that is similar to OL MW
but uses an exponential factor instead of a linear cost (1 −
ηem ). �e weight update is w+m = wm exp(−ηem ).

4.5 Population-based versus Patient-speci�c
Models

We �rst explore the prediction performance of each model in the pre-
diction model pool individually. Instead of averaging all the predic-
tion results, we compute the Average-MAPE results of population-
based, patient-speci�c methods and our proposed wFTL model
switching approaches (wFTL se and wFTL mr) when they start
to predict with a delay corresponding to the di�erent number of
initial observations (initial observation sequence length). For ex-
ample, when the initial observation sequence length is set to 4 the
Average-MAPE re�ects the errors of all one-step-ahead predictions
the method makes when starting from four or more initial obser-
vations for the target patient (that is, the model starts to make
predictions from the 5th time stamp). �e Average-MAPE results
with di�erent initial observation lengths are shown in Figure 1.
Due to the poor performance of the P Mean and I Mean methods,
we don’t visualize them in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Average-MAPE results of all models in the pool
and two wFTL methods for the di�erent initial observation
lengths.

First, Figure 1 shows the trade-o� between the population-based
(P rDLM, P GP and P MTGP) and the patient-speci�c (I rDLM, I GP
and I MTGP) models. Brie�y, the performance of patient-speci�c
models built from patient’s own past observations tends to gradually
improve and eventually outperforms the population-based models
that are the best initially when li�le is known about the target
patient. More speci�cally we observe that, P rDLM model built on
the population of past patients starts strong but deteriorates when
more values are observed. We explain this deterioration by the fact

that longer the patients stay in the hospital the more likely they
deviate from the population-based models. �is is also re�ected
by the deterioration of the population-based GP models (P GP and
P MTGP) for longer observation sequences. On the other hand, we
observe that patient-speci�c models can adapt to the speci�cs of the
patient but they also take a longer time (number of observations)
to learn, especially when the model is more complex. While I GP
is relatively fast to adapt to the speci�cs and short-variability of
the target patient, I MTGP is slower because of increased model
complexity and more parameters it needs to learn. In addition,
from Figure 1, we can see that di�erent models have various predic-
tion performance when the number of observations change, which
con�rms the motivation of dynamically switching to the most ap-
propriate model during the prediction. By using the di�erent kernel
functions (eq.(6) and eq.(7)), our wFTL strategies penalize the most
recent errors made by each candidate model. As shown in Figure
1, the proposed wFTL approaches are slightly worse compared to
P rDLM initially. But they catch up the performance of P rDLM
rapidly and consistently have the best performance among all the
population-based and patient-speci�c models when enough initial
observations are obtained.

4.6 Prediction Accuracy
In this experiment, we compute and compare one-step-ahead pre-
diction accuracy of wFTL to various state-of-the-art personalization
approaches. We present the prediction results against baselines in
di�erent categories separately to make the di�erences clear. �e
results are shown in Figures 2 - 4. To evaluate the statistical sig-
ni�cance of performance di�erence, we apply paired t-tests at 0.05
signi�cance level.

4.6.1 Comparison of results for ensemble and online methods.
As we can see from Figure 2, when initial observation sequence
length is short, our wFTL strategies perform slightly worse than
the inverse-error weighted average method (En Err). But in the
long run, our wFTL strategies have the best performance among all
the other adaptive model selection based baselines. Clinical time
series contain lots of short-term variability due to di�erent causes
[31]. For example, the blood tests may be a�ected by events like
infection, bleeding, transfusion, or a particular medication treat-
ment. patient-speci�c models can adapt be�er to this variability
while population-based models tend to average the variability out
(treat them as a noise) so they likely do not perform well when
these “exceptions” occur. Since wFTL strategies not only consider
the past errors but also focus on the most recent performance of
each predictor, they are able to quickly adapt to the short-term vari-
ability and rapid changes. On the contrary, the standard adaptive
model selection approaches (ensemble methods and online algo-
rithms) are all based on weighting schema extracted from the entire
history. �ese historical observations are too long and may pre-
vent us from adapting to these short-term variability. Furthermore,
in order to change the prediction behavior of these methods, the
weights must be changed. Since there are many di�erent weights it
may take a long time for them to be adapted. �is is also re�ected
by the improvement of the online learning approaches (OL MW
and OL Hedge) for longer observation sequences. Also we �nd
from the statistical signi�cance test results (due to the space limit,



we don’t list the full statistical signi�cance test results here), both
OL MW and OL Hedge have the comparable performance to our
wFTL strategies only when the initial observation length is large
than 49.
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Figure 2: Average-MAPE results of the proposed wFTL ap-
proaches compared to the ensemble and online methods.

4.6.2 Comparison of results for subpopulation methods. Fig-
ure 3 compares the prediction performance of our wFTL strategies
and subpopulation methods. Similarly to the prediction results in
Figure 2, the subpopulation methods achieve be�er performance
when initial observation sequence length is less than 12. �is is
because patients start to di�erentiate and exhibit their unique symp-
toms as their hospitalizations go by. For subpopulation methods,
it is di�cult to accurately �nd and represent the target patient’s
short-term changes by solely using the static examples from the
training set. �e top k similar subset might not be able to re�ect
the most recent temporal behavior of the target patient. Moreover,
from Figure 3 and the statistical signi�cance test results (due to the
space limit, we don’t list the full statistical signi�cance test results
here), we can see that the performance of subpopulation methods
vary with di�erent values of k . Choosing the optimal value of k is
an challenging issue. In subpopulation methods, the top k subset is
speci�c to each patient and it is re-constructed when every new ob-
servation is obtained for that speci�c patient, repeatedly searching
for the best subset. As a result, the training of the subpopulation
model becomes very time consuming. It is not practical to apply
such methods in a large scale EHR data set.
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Figure 3: Average-MAPE results of the proposed wFTL ap-
proaches compared to the subpopulation methods.

4.6.3 Comparison of results for model adaptation approaches.
We also compare our online model switching strategies (wFTL mr
and wFTL se) with the residual based model adaptation techniques
(rDLM+reGP and rDLM+reMTGP) and the results are shown in
Figure 4. As we can see, our wFTL mr and wFTL se switching strate-
gies have comparable performance to model adaptation techniques
although they are slightly worse numerically than rDLM+reGP
and rDLM+reMTGP. We run the pairwise t-test for each possible
pair from these two categories of methods and none of them are
statistically signi�cantly di�erent at 0.05 level (shown in Table 1).
Please note that even though the two approaches have similar per-
formance, they are di�erent by nature: the wFTL strategies keep
selecting the best predictor from a pool of candidate models based
on the weighted average of past errors while the residual based
model adaptation techniques rely on learning from patient speci�c
residuals to capture the short-term variability in patient dynamics.
Both rDLM+reGP and rDLM+reMTGP models have worse perfor-
mance at the beginning is because they require enough residuals
to �t the parameters of the GP or MTGP models.
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Figure 4: Average-MAPE results of the proposed wFTL ap-
proaches compared to the model adaptation based methods.

We also note that models from the subpopulation methods and
model adaptation approaches are complementary and they can
be combined in the prediction process. For example, the model
adaptation techniques can be applied to both population-based
models and subpopulation models. Moreover, both subpopulation
models and adaptive models can be candidate models in the pool,
which can be used by our online model switching strategies.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new adaptive model switching frame-
work for clinical time series forecasting. Compared to the tradi-
tional prediction models which rely on either population-based
models or individual-speci�c models, our strategy bene�ts from
both and at the same time it is able to quickly adapt to patient-
speci�c variability. Experimental results on a real-world clinical
data demonstrated that our approach outperforms other state-of-
the-art prediction approaches in terms of Average-MAPE. In the
future, we plan to explore (1) event-speci�c models of short-term
variability; and (2) online strategies that would allow us to add or
delete models dynamically from the candidate pool.



Table 1: Average-MAPE results (means and standard errors) of the proposed wFTL approaches compared to the model adap-
tation based personalization approaches for the di�erent initial observation sequence lengths. �e best performing method
is shown in bold. Also in bold are the methods that are not statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the best method at 0.05
signi�cance level.
Initial Length 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

reGP 3.64±0.06 3.33±0.05 3.22±0.05 3.13±0.05 3.08±0.06 3.03±0.06 2.96±0.06 2.89±0.06 2.84±0.06 2.81±0.06 2.76±0.06 2.73±0.06 2.71±0.06 2.70±0.07 2.67±0.07
reMTGP 3.60±0.06 3.29±0.05 3.19±0.05 3.10±0.05 3.05±0.05 3.00±0.06 2.94±0.06 2.88±0.06 2.84±0.06 2.81±0.06 2.76±0.06 2.74±0.06 2.72±0.06 2.72±0.07 2.70±0.07
wFTL se 3.24±0.05 3.22±0.05 3.20±0.05 3.15±0.06 3.14±0.06 3.09±0.06 3.04±0.05 2.99±0.06 2.94±0.05 2.92±0.06 2.88±0.06 2.83±0.06 2.82±0.06 2.83±0.07 2.82±0.07
wFTL mr 3.24±0.05 3.22±0.05 3.20±0.05 3.16±0.06 3.14±0.06 3.09±0.05 3.04±0.05 2.99±0.05 2.94±0.05 2.90±0.05 2.85±0.05 2.82±0.06 2.82±0.06 2.83±0.06 2.82±0.07
Initial Length 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

reGP 2.65±0.07 2.60±0.08 2.58±0.08 2.60±0.08 2.57±0.09 2.53±0.09 2.53±0.09 2.53±0.10 2.51±0.09 2.44±0.09 2.46±0.09 2.48±0.10 2.46±0.10 2.49±0.11 2.52±0.11
reMTGP 2.67±0.07 2.63±0.07 2.62±0.08 2.63±0.08 2.60±0.08 2.59±0.09 2.61±0.09 2.60±0.10 2.58±0.10 2.53±0.10 2.54±0.10 2.58±0.11 2.57±0.11 2.59±0.12 2.61±0.12
wFTL se 2.80±0.07 2.75±0.08 2.74±0.08 2.73±0.08 2.71±0.09 2.71±0.09 2.74±0.10 2.73±0.10 2.70±0.10 2.66±0.09 2.65±0.10 2.66±0.10 2.62±0.11 2.64±0.11 2.66±0.12
wFTL mr 2.82±0.07 2.78±0.07 2.75±0.08 2.74±0.08 2.73±0.08 2.72±0.09 2.75±0.09 2.74±0.09 2.73±0.09 2.69±0.09 2.69±0.10 2.70±0.10 2.65±0.10 2.68±0.11 2.71±0.12
Initial Length 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

reGP 2.51±0.12 2.54±0.12 2.59±0.13 2.64±0.14 2.62±0.14 2.63±0.14 2.64±0.14 2.67±0.15 2.68±0.15 2.71±0.16 2.72±0.16 2.77±0.17 2.81±0.17 2.84±0.17 2.88±0.18
reMTGP 2.60±0.13 2.62±0.13 2.66±0.14 2.71±0.15 2.70±0.15 2.71±0.16 2.73±0.16 2.75±0.17 2.79±0.17 2.82±0.18 2.83±0.18 2.89±0.19 2.93±0.19 2.97±0.20 3.01±0.20
wFTL se 2.67±0.12 2.70±0.13 2.74±0.14 2.79±0.14 2.79±0.15 2.81±0.15 2.83±0.15 2.86±0.16 2.90±0.16 2.93±0.17 2.92±0.17 2.94±0.18 3.01±0.18 3.03±0.19 3.03±0.19
wFTL mr 2.73±0.12 2.76±0.13 2.81±0.14 2.86±0.14 2.85±0.15 2.87±0.15 2.88±0.15 2.91±0.16 2.94±0.16 2.96±0.17 2.95±0.17 2.98±0.18 3.04±0.18 3.07±0.19 3.09±0.19

Initial Length 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

reGP 2.86±0.18 2.87±0.19 2.91±0.19 2.94±0.20 2.97±0.21 2.91±0.20 2.92±0.20 2.89±0.20 2.83±0.21 2.77±0.20 2.83±0.21 2.71±0.16 2.70±0.17 2.72±0.17 2.75±0.18
reMTGP 2.99±0.21 2.96±0.20 2.96±0.21 2.97±0.22 2.98±0.23 2.94±0.22 2.96±0.23 2.93±0.23 2.79±0.20 2.76±0.21 2.81±0.22 2.68±0.17 2.65±0.18 2.67±0.18 2.72±0.18
wFTL se 2.98±0.19 2.98±0.19 3.04±0.20 3.08±0.20 3.08±0.21 2.99±0.19 3.01±0.20 3.00±0.21 2.98±0.21 2.87±0.19 2.86±0.18 2.76±0.16 2.75±0.16 2.78±0.17 2.81±0.17
wFTL mr 3.05±0.20 3.09±0.20 3.15±0.20 3.19±0.21 3.17±0.21 3.07±0.20 3.08±0.21 3.06±0.21 3.05±0.22 2.97±0.21 2.96±0.20 2.83±0.16 2.80±0.16 2.84±0.16 2.86±0.16
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